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Photo Basics – Seeing With a Camera 

 

First and foremost, begin with a Playful Attitude, a willingness to 

ask yourself a few pertinent questions about what you’re really 

trying to show and how you want the picture to “feel.”  Then give 

yourself permission to try things that might not quite work. 

 

Really, what have you got to lose? 

 

 

Light 

All photography begins with light.  Without it you’ve got a black 

bear in a cave.  But the quality of the light makes a huge difference in the feeling of the 

photo. 

 Overcast or shade:  wraps the subject in flattering light with subtle shadows and soft 

highlights.  In deep shade watch out for greenish or bluish color casts. 

 Full midday, overhead sun:  creates harsh shadows, bright highlights, and weak (washed 

out) color.  A lot of bad pictures are made in mid-day light because many people think 

“it’s a nice day out and so pleasant so I’ll go take some pictures.”  Better to wait until 

evening or get up early in the morning when the shadows are longer or you can work the 

shade. 

 Side light:  creates drama, accentuates dimension, form, shape, and texture but may also 

create harsh shadows.  You only get this early or late in the day when the sun is low. 

 Back light:  also creates drama, accentuates dimension, form, and texture.  Watch out for 

lens flare.  Try hiding the sun behind a flower or branch so you get the backlight effect 

but don’t have the light itself in the shot. 

 

Light modifiers: 

Sometimes you’re visiting a garden and by the time you get there it’s high noon, with 

harsh mid-day light.  What can you do?  For wide shots you just have to pick your angles 
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carefully, but for plant portrait and close-ups you can modify the light with diffusers and 

reflectors. 

 Diffuser:  simulates bright overcast, softening highlights and filling shadows; great for 

plant portraits and details.  A thin plastic cutting board works for small subjects. You can 

use a piece of shower curtain fabric for a cheap larger diffuser.  Get a friend to hold it for 

you. 

 Reflector:  bounces light onto subject to fill in dark shadows or add highlights.  This can 

be as simple as a sheet of paper, a white handkerchief, a dish towel, or for a very focused 

highlight, a small compact mirror from your purse.  For a big one, collapsible auto 

sunshades work pretty well. 

 Use your hat to create a shadow, or a magazine, or a piece of cardboard, anything to 

shield the flower, etc from bright, direct and harsh sunlight.  Ask a friend to stand where 

they cast a shadow.  The bigger the friend the better.  Make sure you don’t see the edge 

of the shadow in your photo or you’ll give your secret away. 

  

 

Composition: 

Nonphotographers often aim like they’re 

pointing their gun at a target.  Their subject 

ends up right in the middle of the bull’s-eye 

with a lot of space around it.  Occasionally 

that’s the best approach, but more often 

there’s a better way.  Try these ideas:  

 Fill up that frame:  move closer or zoom 

in so the viewer doesn’t ask, “What was 

he/she taking a picture of?” 

 Rule of thirds:  divide the frame into three 

parts horizontally and vertically.  The 

intersection of these lines are powerful 

places for the main subject of your photo. 

 Geometric shapes:  diagonals and curves lead the eye through the frame, help create a 

dynamic image.  Triangles create balance and stability, such as groups of 3 blossoms. 

 Verticals:  shoot both vertical and horizontal variations on a subject. 

 

Point of view: 

Your camera works just as well, maybe even better, when it’s close to the ground or high 

overhead.  Just because your eyes are 5’ 4” (1.6 meters) above the earth doesn’t mean 

your camera has to be.  There’s a reason children’s photos look different from yours. 

 Rabbit’s eye view:  look sideways from a very low angle or up at the plants or landscape 

to reveal textures and relationships not evident from eye level.  Kneel or even lay down.  

If your camera has a tiltable display you’ve got it made. 

 Bird’s eye view:  look down to see/show patterns, expand space, and reveal larger scale 

relationships. Look for something you can climb up on. 

 

Lens focal length: 

Your camera probably has a zoom lens.  That’s the equivalent of carrying a whole bag of 

lenses in the olden days.  Play with the different effects you get by changing the zoom.  
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It’s not just for making the subject bigger without walking closer.  Play with the same 

subject using several zoom settings and camera distances. 

 Wide angle:  expands sense of space, makes objects closest to the lens much larger 

relative to everything else.  Try going close to a flower with your lens zoomed out as far 

as it will go and then put something else in the background for a sense of space.  Don’t 

try this with Aunt Martha as your subject because she’ll hate the way you made her nose 

look. 

 Normal (midway zoom):  similar to human vision 

 Telephoto:  compresses space, brings objects closer together, visually 

 

Further Reading: 

 

On composition: <http://www.dpreview.com/articles/6426089447/compositional-rules> 
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Garden Photography Creativity Exercises 
Mark Turner 

 

The goal of these exercises is to explore possibilities and to enable you to compare several 

different approaches to garden photography. There aren’t necessarily right or wrong techniques 

that work every time, but you’re likely to discover concepts that give your photographs greater 

impact and tell clearer stories. 

 

1 Fill the Frame: 

Pick a subject and first photograph it as you have in the past. Then consider what is the 

essence of your subject and fill the frame with it, cropping out everything that is not 

important. Either walk closer, zoom in, or both. 

2 Point of View: 

Pick a subject and photograph it from at least three points of view, such as from above, 

beside, and from below. Use approximately the same zoom setting for all three. 

3 Lens Focal Length: 

Pick a subject and photograph it with the widest setting of your zoom, a mid-range setting, 

and at full telephoto. Keep the main subject about the same size. 

4 Rule of Thirds: 

Pick a subject and photograph it centered in the frame and then positioned at two of the rule 

of thirds “power points” within the frame. Use about the same zoom setting for each shot. 

5 Lines as a Composition Tool: 

Look for diagonal lines, horizontal lines, S-curves, triangles, and circles as you photograph 

groupings of plants or as you explore the landscape. 

6 Clean up the Viewfinder: 

Pick a subject and photograph it first just as you find it. Then clean up extraneous and 

distracting elements within the frame and photograph it again. 

7 Light Direction: 

Pick a subject which is lit by directional light. Photograph it with front light, side light, and 

back light by moving around the subject and changing your camera position. 

8 Light Quality: 

Pick a subject in strong light and photograph it as you find it. Then soften the light with a 

diffuser or by simply casting a shadow over the subject and photograph it again. 

9 Multiple Approaches: 

Pick a subject and photograph it in as many ways as you can. Consider placing it in context 

to show habitat, create a plant portrait, and explore macro details as close as your camera 

will shoot. 
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